
    aperitivi + drinks

 

 

 

BYO (Wine Only) Sunday to Thursday 10$ per Bottle

APERITIVO 
AMERICANO  14 

Martini Rosso, Campari, Soda Water 

MILANO-TORINO 16 

Punt e Mes Aperitivo, Campari 

CAMPARI ORANGE 13 
Campari, Orange Soda 

BOURBON/WHISKEY&COKE        14 
Maker’s Mark/Jack Daniel’s, Coke   
GIN LEMON         14 

Beefeater, Lemon Soda 

VODKA TONIC/LEMON       14 

Absolut, Tonic Water/Lemon Soda 

SPRITZ LIST 
SPRITZ CLASSICO 14 

Prosecco, Aperol, Soda  

SPRITZ ROSSOPOMODORO 16 

Prosecco, Aperol (No Soda Water) 

SPRITZ “ORIGINAL”  VENEZIANO 16 

Prosecco, Select Aperitivo, Soda  

SPRITZ CAMPARI 15 

Prosecco, Campari, Soda  

SPRITZ CYNAR 14 

Prosecco, Cynar, Soda  

GIN&TONIC LIST 
GIN & TONIC         14 

Beefeater Gin , East Imperial Tonic 

YUZU          16 

KiNoBi Japanese Gin, E. Imperial Yuzu Tonic 

GRAPEFRUIT                            16 

Malfy Grapefriut Gin, E. Imp. Grapefruit Tonic  

HENDRICKS TONIC          16                   

Hendricks Gin, East Imperial Tonic 

MEDITERRANEAN TONIC        17                   

Gin Mare, East Imperial Tonic, Rosemery 

THE BITTER ITALIAN             17                   

Poli Italian Gin, E. Imperial Tonic, Angostura 

CYNAR & TONIC             15                   

Cynar, East Imperial Tonic 

NEGRONI LIST  
NEGRONI 100% ITALIANO  19 

Antica Formula, Campari, Poli Gin  

NEGRONI CLASSICO      15 

Cinzano Rosso, Campari, Beefeater Gin 

NEGRONI POMPELMO       16 

Cinzano Rosso, Campari, Malfi Grapefruit Gin 

NEGRONI SBAGLIATO      15 

Cinzano Rosso, Campari, Prosecco 

MONTE ”NEGRONI”      17 
Amaro Montenegro, Campari, Beefeater Gin 

THE PILLAR  16 
Four Pillars Dry Gin, Antica Formula, Campari 

GRAPPA NEGRONI  15 
Grappa Bianca, Antica Formula, Campari 

MEZCAL NEGRONI  17 
Vida Del Maguey Single Village, Cinzano, Campari 

CYNAR-ONI  16 
Beefeater Gin, Cynar, Campari 

ESPRESSO MARTINI 
Vodka, Espresso, Kahlua       17 



 

BALADIN BEER 
                                                 

330ml  750ml  1500ml 
ISAAC - WHEAT BEER   5%              11       28        62       
Cloudy, apricot colour, citrus, spicy coriander 

WAYAN - SAISON BEER    5.8%                       64        
5 Cereals & 9 spices. Refreshing, citrus and flower 

MAMA KRIEK    5.8%                                    28 
Notes of bitter almonds, citrus peel and spices 

NAZIONALE - 100% ITALIAN   6.5%                                 12       28       
Only Italian ingredient. Best for aperitif and antipasto 

NORA - WHEAT BEER 6.8%                    29          
Orange amber color, middle eastern spices and ginger 

ROCK’N ROLL  - PALE ALE  7.5%            13       33        
Pepper blend with the bitterness of American hops 

SUPER BITTER - AMBER ALE 8%            14       34        
Trendy bitter beer with plenty of hoppy scents 

NÖEL CHOCOLATE WINTER BEER - DARK 8.5%                                                   39 
A dark brown beer, scents of chocolate (Chuao by Domori) & roasted cereals 

NÖEL HAZELNUT  BEER - DARK 8.5%                                                         39       75 
A dark brown beer, scents of roasted hazelnut from Piemonte &  cereals 

LEON  - BELGIAN STRONG DARK ALE 8.5%           14              70 
Dark brown, hazelnut coloured head, smoky cooked fruit, coffee and chocolate 

METODO CLASSICO 2016 - CHAMPAGNE STYLE BEER 10%                75  
Water, Barley Malt, Buckwheat, Mix of Spices, Hops and 18 months on lees 

ELIXIR  - BELGIAN AMBER ALE 10%                         70  
Notes of cereals, sweet biscuit, citrus fruit. Nuts and white chocolate when it warms 

SUPER - BELGIAN AMBER ALE 8%                          68  
Think of cooked plums, apples, toffee, almonds with a delicate touch of orange 

BEER AND CIDER  
BIRRA MENABREA  4.8%           Piemonte       10 
Full and flavourful, refreshing lager 

APPLE THIEF CIDER                10 
Sweet sensation with refreshingly tart flavour and a clean finish 

SOFT DRINKS 
CHINOTTO           6 
ARANCIATA ROSSA         6 
LIMONATA           6 
COKE                 6 
COKE ZERO          6 
APPLE JUICE          5 
STILL & SPARKLING WATER                         7 



WINE BY THE GLASS 
          125 ML - 250 ML     

PROSECCO 
NV PROSECCO EXTRA DRY, Casa Gheller    Veneto     10 
100% Glera 
The classic start from Valdobbiadene to set the palate for what’s coming, hint of lime zest, peach with a round finish. 

WHITES 
2019 TAMBÈ, Villa Canestrari             Veneto 11/20 
Garganega Blend 
Tambè is a pleasant mineral wine. Pale in the goblet, it has a pale yellow straw color with timid greenish reflections. The nose reveals 
a good bouquet and great typicity, with hints of hawthorn, peach blossoms, plum, apple, almond, light mineral remarks and icing 
sugar. Directly Imported. 

2021 ANTHIUM, Casale Del Giglio     Rome - Lazio  11/20 
Bellone  
The Bellone grape is vigorous and resistant to drought – a guarantee for wine quality and balance Deep yellow flecked with gold. 
The wine speaks of summer sun and rich, ripe tropical fruit such as mango and papaya, carefully balanced by a marked acidity 
making it suitable for long bottle aging. Lush, ample and lingering on the palate with hints of flowers and spice. 
Defined by its trademark acidity and zesty tang. Directly Imported. 

SKINSY WHITES 
White grapes left in contact with the skin for a little more time than usual. We didn’t want to include this 
wines in the orange category because the color is a beautiful yellow golden compared to the orange and 
amber you will find after. If you are not familiar with skin contact this is where you want to start. 
Wines of incredible color, texture and flavor. 

2017 KAPLJA, Damijan Podversic                Friuli  18/33*  
40% Chardonnay, 30% Friulano, 30% Malvasia 
Podversic represents one of the most fascinating names of Friuli and this Kaplja confirms the uniqueness of this esteemed producer. 
Kaplja is created by a large international variety, Chardonnay, with two symbols of the whites from Friuli, Tocai and Malvasia. 
A white very unique, in some aspects it can even be compared to a red…Old golden yellow to slightly opalescent. 
Hints of beeswax, almond, chestnut honey, bergamot, pear and floral background with black tea and lime. 
Full bodied and soft 
. 

ROSÈ 
2019 MASCIARELLI, Masciarelli       Lombardia 10/18 
Montepulciano 
The rosé from Masciarelli is a medium-bodied rosé wine, with intense and charming aromas of red fruits, 
fruits and wild berries. The taste is fresh and fruity, with light and elegant tannins. Vinified and aged in 
steel tanks. 

*Poured  by Coravin 



ORANGE 

2018 PINOT GRIGIO, Damijan Podversic   Friuli   20/36*  
Pinot Grigio     (Amber) 
The Pinot Grigio by Damijan Podversic is another exciting masterpiece of the Collio, the result of a long maceration on the skins and 
a refinement in large barrels for 2 years. With an amber color with bright pink reflections, it reveals an intense, rich and voluminous 
body, with delicate tannins, which combines freshness, finesse with a creamy and glycerine structure, painting a very broad and 
defined aromatic picture, with notes of small berries. wild spices, beeswax, citrus peels and toasted nuts.. 

2015 REBULA RISERVA, Svetlik      Slovenia    20/36* 
Rebula       (Orange Amber) 
The wine is fermented solely by yeasts developed on grapes harvested from the vineyard prior to the harvest. It is then aged in 
selected oak barrels with complete biological de-acidification and mixing of lees. The wine is not filtered. 
Graceful pale amber with rusty orange copper reflections. Dry and medium body. Fresh and mineral, with time and temperature 
develops intricate flavors of preserved oranges, dried apple, burnt sugar coating roasted nuts. 
Imported directly by us. There are no other bottles in Australia. 

ROSSI 
2018 LE GRILLAIE “RISERVA”, Celli Azienda Agricola  E.Romagna  11/20 
Sangiovese 
Le Grillaie  is a full-bodied and deep expression of Sangiovese aged for 24 months in barrique. It is a red wine with a wide and rich 
bouquet of  dark wild berries and spices and a long, powerful and structured taste, plesantly tannic. Directly Imported. Medium 
Bodied. Directly imported.  

2021 VALPOLLICELLA, Villa Canestrari    Veneto          11/20 
Corvina , Rondinella 
Is a wine that combines in the glass body and freshness, showing its best cards with its fruity fragrance. Thanks to its pleasant scents 
and an elegant and velvety palate. Deep ruby red, with garnet hues,  
Delicate hints of black cherry jam, herbal notes and a pleasant mentholated reminder. Light to medium bodied. Directly Imported. 

2020 LE VIGNE, San Marco      Puglia              11/20 
Le Vighe  is a smooth and fruity Negroamaro born from 25 years old  vines, aged in oak barrels and in barriques. Perfumes of red 
fruits, black cherries and wild berries are combined to toasted and spices nuances in a smooth, dry  Mediterranean taste. 
Smooth, warm, fruity, spicy, dry and persistent. Full bodied. 

2018 ČRNO, Cotar       Slovenia  20/36* 
Terrano ( Refosco in Italy)   
Terrano  is a full-bodied red wine, rich and with great personality that tells in a artisanal and sincere way the terroir of Slovenia.. A 
multitude of wild aromas of violet, raspberry, blackberry and undergrowth with toasted nuances, due to the ageing of two years in 
wood, intersect on a decisive and vital structure, distinguished by a fine freshness and a good tannins. Wine made with old style 
artisanal methods. 

2017 SCHIOPPETTINO, Ronco Severo    Friuli   20/36* 
The Schioppettino di Ronco Severo is an authentic red wine, decidedly territorial and typically varietal that is born on the lands of the 
"ponca" of the Colli Orientali del Friuli. The nose is governed by a characteristic note of black pepper, declined by rustic sensations 
of berries and elements of the undergrowth. On the palate it shows structure, elegance and a well-defined tannic plot. Wine made 
with old style artisanal methods. 

*Poured  by Coravin 



SPARKLING 

PROSECCO 

NV PROSECCO EXTRA DRY, Casa Gheller    Veneto     50 
Glera 
The classic start from Valdobbiadene to set the palate for what’s coming, hint of lime zest, peach with a round finish. 

METODO CLASSICO  
2008 GIULIO FEFFARI RISERVA DEL FONDATORE, Ferrari  Trentino 250 
Chardonnay 
The iconic sparkling wine par excellence. Matured for over 10 years in old and new oak vessel. 
Golden yellow hue, extremely fine perlage. Apricot and pineapple at first, nuances of butter and mountain herbs  
in the mid palate. Long and classy finish of baked apple pie. 

LAMBRUSCO   

NV LECLISSE ROSÈ SORBARA, Paltrinieri   Emilia Romagna 50 
Sorbara 
100% Sorbara grapes produces a lighter more fragrant dry rose style. Good acidity, perfect for Antipasto della Casa. 

2018 VIGNETO SAETTI SPARKLING RED, Saetti  Emilia Romagna 50 
Salamino 
100% Salamino releases a more robust red pulp color and mouthfeel. A light versatile sparkling red. 



WHITES 
CHARDONNAY 

2019 DONNAY, Marco Vercesi  Organic  Lombardia  45  
Light yellow with exotic fruit and flower. Pineapple and grapefruit. Dry and soft at the same time. 
Stainless steel ageing. Light to Medium bodied. Directly Imported. 
  

2018 CHARDONNAY, Vignai Da Duline  Organic    Friuli  85 
Chardonnay 
Complex and full-bodied Chardonnay, made and aged in barriques. It expresses scents of dried and tropical fruits, spices and white 
pepper. The taste reveals harmony, freshness, savory aromas and long persistence. Directly imported 

CHARDONNAY BLEND 

2019 VALCANZJRIA, Gulfi organic Winery   Sicilia                         55 
60% Chardonnay, 40% Carricante 
Stainless steel fermented and aged this wine is very fragrant and tight at first, the volcanic soil of mount Etna gives  
away a sharp, mineral but fruity mid palate. A wine that keeps you awake with his energy. Volcanic soils matters! 
Light to medium bodied. Directly Imported. 

2019 AULENTE BIANCO, San Patrignano          E. Romagna    45 
50% Chardonnay 50% Sauvignon Blanc 
In the glass, its beautiful straw yellow colour is clear; the bouquet expresses the delicate nuances of Sauvignon Blanc, with 
characteristic grassy notes and the complex aromas of Chardonnay with hints of Golden apple, grapefruit peel and elderflower.  
The palate is mineral, sapid, fresh and long-lasting. We import this wine directly. Medium bodied.  

SAUVIGNON BLANC BLEND 
2018 PRULKE, Zidarich      Friuli   80 
60% Sauvignon, 20% Vitovska, 20% Malvasia 
Intense golden yellow with coppery tints. Fruity, spicy notes with beautiful flowers and citrus, lavender and mandarin 
The Prulke of Zidarich is one of the wines that convinced us most in the Collio area. The mastery of Zidarich, for those who know his 
Vitovska, is not new. Wines of great personality, no filtration, intense and a unique flavor. Prulke, as well as being the name of the 
subarea where Zidarich has a part of the vineyards, is the happy marriage of Vitovska, Sauvignon Blanc and Malvasia vines in Friuli 
whites are the natural habitat for expressing a quality out of the ordinary. If you still do not know, try this Prulke is an opportunity not 
to be missed. You will be seduced. 



CATARRATTO 

2018 CATARRATTO,Francesca Barracco  Organic  Sicilia   55 
Spontaneous fermentation with indigenous yeasts in steel tanks. Without filtrations and with low levels of sulphites. 
Bright golden yellow.Expressive, fruity and floral, with scents fo fresh white fruits chamomile, wild flowers and herbs. 
Medium Bodied. Directly imported. 

VERDICCHIO 

2020 VIGNA DI GINO, Fattoria San Lorenzo          Marche    45 
Verdicchio 
San Lorenzo Verdicchio di Gino is a pleasant mineral wine. Pale in the goblet, it has a pale yellow straw color with timid greenish 
reflections. The nose reveals a good bouquet and great typicity, with hints of hawthorn, peach blossoms, plum, apple, almond and, 
to close, light mineral remarks and icing sugar. 

MALVASIA BLEND 
2019 IL TERRAIO, Paterna   Organic   Toscana  70 
Malvasia, Trebbiano 
Il Terraio Paterna Toscana IGT, Malvasia/Trebbiano, organic, aromatic, dry, crisp white wine. This great little wine from Tuscany is filled 
with Tuscan sunshine, aromatic fruits, a floral nose and lovely refreshing palate. It's certified organic and they are experimenting with 
some biodynamic practices. Stainless steel fermentation with indigenous yeasts, very low sulphur. A great, versatile white for food. 
Medium bodied. 

2020 CHIOMA INTEGRALE, Vignai Da Duline   Friuli   85 
Malvasia Istriana 
“Chioma Integrale” is a fresh, dynamic and very expressive white wine, born from old vines cultivated without pesticides or fertilizers, 
vinified and aged in oak barrels. It has a juicy and herbaceous profile, with notes of sage, lime, herbs and fresh citrus fruits. Directly 
imported. 

BELLONE 
2021 ANTHIUM, Casale Del Giglio    Rome - Lazio   60 
The Bellone grape is vigorous and resistant to drought – a guarantee for wine quality and balance Deep yellow flecked with gold. 
The wine speaks of summer sun and rich, ripe tropical fruit such as mango and papaya, carefully balanced by a marked acidity 
making it suitable for long bottle aging. Lush, ample and lingering on the palate with hints of flowers and spice. 
Defined by its trademark acidity and zesty tang. Directly Imported. 

GARGANEGA BLEND 
2019 TAMBÈ, Villa Canestrari            Veneto  60 
Garganega Blend 
Tambè is a round polished mineral wine. Pale yellow straw color. The nose reveals a good bouquet of tropical fruits. 
Well balanced and harmonious with a soft finish. 



PINOT GRIGIO 
2020 PINOT GRIGIO, Col d’ Orcia    Toscana  45 
Pinot Grigio 
Sant’Antimo Pinot Grigio: a successful migration to the sunny Tuscan hills from its origins in northern Italy. Straw yellow  
with greenish hues. Intense, balanced and complex with the typical fruity notes of pear and golden apple  
complemented by white floral hints. Full, deep and well balanced, the aftertaste is broad and persistent. Directly imported. 

2019 PINOT GRIGIO, Vignai Da Duline    Friuli   90 
Pinot Grigio  
From the famous Ronco Pitotti Cru. Aged for 7-8 months, 50% in 5-year old + 11hl oak barrels and 50% in 2.5hl barrels that are 
between 5 and 15-year old. Aged in bottle for 3-4 months. 
The porfumes are elegant and complex: green apple, grapefruit, peach and lemon with aromatic and balsamic herbs. The taste is 
balanced and vertcial, with good freshness, elegant mineral notes that create a fresh profile with long final. Wines made with Old 
Style Artisanal Methods. 

FRIULANO 
2019 FRIULANO, Vignai Da Duline    Friuli   85 
Friulano (Tocai) 
A blend of Tocai Giallo and Tocai Verde (two clones of the Friulano grape), it presents a sumptuous, mouth-coating peachiness 
thanks to the rare, low-yielding Giallo. The harmonious finish evokes wet stone and a hint of bitter almond—just what is needed to cut 
through all that salty fat of the prosciutto you’ve just ordered. Directly imported. 

VERMENTINO 

2020 SAMAS, Agricola Punica          Sardegna  55 
Vermentino 
Agricola Punica is situated in the south west of Sardinia in an area known as Sulcis Meridionale. 
Incredibly fresh and zesty. Refreshing acidity with concentrated pear, apple and apricot flavours. Whilst primarily about crisp fruit 
characters there is a touch of minerality and almost waxy texture here. 

VITOVSKA 

2018 VITOVSKA, Zidarich      Friuli                       90 
Spontaneous fermentation without yeast inoculum, controlled maceration on the skins with the must, no clarification, just a little bit of 
sulfur before bottling: this is the Vitovska of Zidarich, rich of neat wildflowers and fruit scents, while the palate is taut and sharp, 
perfectly dry, with a savory finish. A rich and complex wine, flagship of the winery's production of Benjamin Zidarich. 
Medium bodied. 
Directly Imported. 



SKINSY WHITES 
White grapes left in contact with the skin for a little more time than usual. We didn’t want to include this 
wines in the orange category because the color is a beautiful yellow golden compared to the orange and 
amber you will find after. If you are not familiar with skin contact this is the list you want to start with. 
Wines of incredible color, texture and flavor. 
   

FRIULANO & BLEND 
2017 SACRISASSI, Le Due Terre  Organic  Friuli           110 
70% Friulano, 30% Ribolla Gialla 
Spontaneously fermented on the skins for 7 to 15 days, the wine spend 21 months in used French oak tonneaux.  
Straw yellow, tones of apple, cedar peel, white peach. Warm, powerful with a savoury refreshing finish. 

2017 NEKAJ, Damijan Podversic                Friuli   120  
Appellation: Venezia Giulia IGT 
100% Friulano 
The Tocai Friulano "Nekaj" is another example of a unique wine that is fermented on the skins with no use of selected yeasts and that 
is put on the market only when the currency Damijan as ready for tasting. Friulano in purity, the Nekaj by Podversic is a complex and 
elegant white wine. The scent that is able to offer you a world apart: austere, heady, full bodied, citrus alternates with hazelnuts, 
quince with hints of herbs. Deep, intense, with a sweetness that beautifully blends the flavor. 

RIBOLLA GIALLA 
2017 RIBOLLA GIALLA, Damijan Podversic              Friuli   120  
Appellation: Venezia Giulia IGT 
100% Ribolla Gialla 
Full bodied and intense, elegant and purposeful, with pleasant overtones of fruit and a mineral note on the finish, aged in barrels.  
Ribolla Gialla by Damijan Podversic is an incredible wine, with complex and elegant nose, intense and sharp on the palate. In 
addition, thanks to precise belief that wealth lies in the grape skin and seeds, the juice remains in contact with the solid parts to the 
end of fermentation. All of these features make this Ribolla Gialla a unique wine, unusual and intriguing. 

CHARDONNAY & BLEND 
2017 KAPLJA, Damijan Podversic               Friuli   110  
Appellation: Venezia Giulia IGT 
40% Chardonnay, 30% Friulano, 30% Malvasia 
Podversic represents one of the most fascinating names of Friuli and this Kaplja confirms the uniqueness of this esteemed producer. 
Kaplja is created by a large international variety, Chardonnay, with two symbols of the whites from Friuli, Tocai and Malvasia. 
A white very unique, in some aspects it can even be compared to a red…Old golden yellow to slightly opalescent. 
Hints of beeswax, almond, chestnut honey, bergamot, pear and floral background with black tea and lime. 
Full bodied and soft 

MALVASIA 
2017 MALVASIA, Damijan Podversic               Friuli   110  
Appellation: Venezia Giulia IGT 
100% Malvasia 
Even for Malvasia Damijan adopt a vinification in wooden barrels, without the addition of yeast. The result is a wine with mineral 
flavor, elegant and refined, unique, typical representation of the terroir of Gorizia. 
Golden yellow coppery highlights, chamomile, aromatic herbs, honey and citrus peel.  



ROSÉ 

MONTEPULCIANO 
2019 MASCIARELLI, Masciarelli      Lombardia  50 

The rosé from Masciarelli is a medium-bodied rosé wine, with intense and charming aromas of red fruits, fruits and wild berries. The 
taste is fresh and fruity, with light and elegant tannins. Vinified and aged in steel tanks. 

NEBBIOLO BLEND 
2019 ROSATO , Cozzo Mario     Piemonte  45 
Nebbiolo, Dolcetto, Barbera, Syrah 

Strawberry leaf and fresh-picked red berry notes highlight this blend from Italy's Piedmont region. Zesty and bright on the palate, 
this delightful rosé can be enjoyed with a wide variety of appetizers and pizzas.  Directly imported. 

NERO D’AVOLA 
2019 ROSÀ, Gulfi Organic Winery     Sicilia   65 

Fermented and matured in stailess steel. Only the Nero d’Avola grapes from Vigna San Lorenzo in Pachino are used 
for this cherry and violet scented wine. Nice and round, in the mouth retains his fresh and juicy feel.  
A rosè from a hot Sicilian summer that maintains his  minerality and freshness. Directly imported 



SKIN CONTACT 
ORANGE 

What is a Skin contact/Orange Wine? 
 It’s a type of white wine made by leaving the grape skins and seeds in contact with the juice. Depending  for how 
long this contact last (The maceration phase can vary from a couple of days to several months, or even more than a 
year in some extreme cases) we will have wines that can range from golden, bright yellow to copper orange.  
Obviously, the kind of grapes, terroir and ageing vessel can alterate the color, the style and texture of the wine. 
We will try to list the wines from golden/more classic to amber and less conventional style.   

2018 LUNE, Henry Milan      Provence-France               95 
Vermentino, Roussanne, Grenache Blanc (Golden Yellow) 
The Luna & Gaïa is an extraordinary skin contact wine from the Milan family which, this year, is mainly Vermentino. 
It was pressed and the skins remained with the juice for 20 days in a concrete tank. The juice was then transferred to a fibreglass tank 
where it settled for one year. It has great length, beautiful soft tannins and a complexity that is very appealing. 
This wine will match a wide range of foods, but can also serve very well as an aperitif wine if you want to mull over the complexity 
and the elegance that a skin contact wine can offer. 

2015 JAKOT, Terpin       Friuli                 110 
Friulano     (Navel Orange)   
After a couple of weeks on skin, one year in Slavonian oak barrels is followed by 4 years ageing in bottle before release. 
Jakot is always the most generous in fruit out of all.  

2019 VITOVSKA, Cotar      Slovenia  90 
Vitovska 
Still white wine, full-bodied and well-structured, fruity and floral, aged for 36 months in barrel, unfiltered, obtained without racking 
nor additions of chemicals and with very little sulfur dioxide. For lovers of wine macerated or for those wishing to discover the virtues 
of the Vitovska Cotar represents a choice absolutely recommended. On the nose, hints of ripe fruit are interwoven with a scathing 
minerality typical of the karst area and the border with the Slovenian Collio. In the mouth, the minerality is still dominating the scene 
and sprinkles a truly remarkable persistence. A wine made from Cotar according to the principles of biodynamic: natural yeasts, total 
absence of chemicals and respect for nature and its peculiarities. Directly imported. 

2010 RIBOLLA, Gravner      Friuli                 190 
Ribolla gialla     (Amber) 
The benchmark in skin-contact white wines. The fabled amber wines of Gravner are some of the most sought-after in the world.  
While fermenting in Georgian amphorae buried underground, it underwent a long maceration with wild yeasts and no temperature 
control. After the drawing off and pressing phases the wine was poured back into amphorae for at least five more months before it 
started ageing in large oak barrels, where it was left for six years. 
It's a complex, head-spinning, orange wine of impenetrable depth. Layers upon layers peel back in the glass. It's a wine of rare 
character. 

2012 SAUVIGNON, Terpin     Friuli                 110 
Ribolla gialla     (Golden, Light Amber) 
Wine making: fermentation on the skins for 10 days with indigenous yeasts, without filtration and must treatment 
Aging: 12 months in oak barrels and 12 in steel; following 3/4 years in bottle 
 Golden yellow color, almost tending to amber hues. Disorientating aromas because not corresponding to the classic aromatic set of 
Sauvignon. Something different, which causes an immediate infatuation! It's a true and expressive essence without human 
interventions. The bouquet focuses on candied citrus fruits, caramel, acacia honey with delicate nuances of almond and walnut. The 
taste is fresh and fleshy, capable of seducing and enchanting for its long persistence on the palate. Colossal Orange Wine!!! 



2015 BIANCO TREBEZ, Princic     Friuli                 120 
Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio, Sauvignon  (Orange Copper) 
Trebez made from Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio and Sauvignon grapes. Balsamic tensions, citrus peels, fresh mineral sensations and red 
fruits. Balanced, tasty, round, austere, long and tannic. 

2016 CARAT, Bressan      Friuli                 130 
Tocai Friulano, Malvasia Istriana, Ribolla Gialla (Orange Amber) 
Bressan is a manufacturer enlightened, who works with a visceral respect of nature and of his time. Biological conviction and not for 
convenience (much to refuse certification, as too permissive) the Carat is not just a blend, but a symphony of vines from Friuli, where 
Friulano, Ribolla and Malvasia are combined to give us a an intriguing range of flavors and fragrances. 
Intense fruity aromas of apricot, peach, walnut, melon with notes of orange zest, acacia honey and a pleasant almond background. 

2016 REBULA, Svetlik      Slovenia             110 
Rebula       (Orange Amber) 
The wine is fermented solely by yeasts developed on grapes harvested from the vineyard prior to the harvest. It is then aged in 
selected oak barrels with complete biological de-acidification and mixing of lees. The wine is not filtered. 
Graceful pale amber with rusty orange copper reflections. Dry and medium body. Fresh and mineral, with time and temperature 
develops intricate flavors of preserved oranges, dried apple, burnt sugar coating roasted nuts. 
Imported directly by us. There are no other bottles in Australia. 

2015 REBULA SELEKCIJA, Svetlik   Slovenia                130 
Rebula       (Orange Amber) 
The wine is similar to the one above, only difference the Reserve ( Selekcija) status, is awarded in favorable years and 
special condition. Wines with even more definitions and clarity.  

2018 PINOT GRIGIO, Damijan Podversic Friuli     120  
Pinot Grigio     (Amber) 
The Pinot Grigio by Damijan Podversic is another exciting masterpiece of the Collio, the result of a long maceration on the skins and 
a refinement in large barrels for 2 years. With an amber color with bright pink reflections, it reveals an intense, rich and voluminous 
body, with delicate tannins, which combines freshness, finesse with a creamy and glycerine structure, painting a very broad and 
defined aromatic picture, with notes of small berries. wild spices, beeswax, citrus peels and toasted nuts. 

2018 PINOT GRIGIO, Ronco Severo   Friuli    80  
Pinot Grigio     (rose/red) 
The know-how in the phase of maceration of his winemaker Stefano, emerges in all its power, assisted by a long aging in cask. Dried 
fruit, hay and acacia flowers on the nose, ripe pulp and extraordinary elegance in the mouth. 
Almond, walnut, acacia flower and hay with slightly tones of maceration and mineral echoes in the end. 



ROSSI 

SANGIOVESE 
. 

2018 BRON&RUSEVAL, Celli Azienda Agricola   E.Romagna           75 

Alcoholic fermentation:in stainless steel. Ageing:18 months in traditional 30-hectolitre Slavonian oak barrels 
Garnet red colour. The bouquet is broad and features hints of violet, plum and Marasca cherry. The palate is 
elegant, with the structure and velvety tannins of Sangiovese typical of the Bertinoro terroir. The pleasant sapidity leaves a finish with 
inviting hints of fruits of the forest, leather and liquorice. Medium bodied, fine tannic structure.  Directly Imported. 

2018 LE GRILLAIE “RISERVA”, Celli Azienda Agricola  E.Romagna  55 

Le Grillaie  is a full-bodied and deep expression of Sangiovese aged for 24 months in barrique. It is a red wine with a wide and rich 
bouquet of  dark wild berries and spices and a long, powerful and structured taste, plesantly tannic. Directly Imported. Medium 
Bodied. 

SANGIOVESE BLEND 

2014 IMPOSTINO, Tenuta Impostino    Toscana  65 
Appellation: Montecucco Rosso Doc Riserva.  
80% Sangiovese, 20% Merlot, Syrah, Petit Verdot 
18 months in 50 hl barrels and than cement on its lees. It is a succulent, with the texture and lively structure driving the plumb, 
eucaliptus, tobacco and earth flavours. It is warm, soft, full-bodied to taste, with a remarkable balance, where the freshness and the 
tannin well balance the alcohol charge. Medium to Full bodied. Directly imported. 

2018 NOI  San Patrignano      E. Romagna  55 
Appellation: Colli Di Rimini Rosso DOC 
Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot 
Fermantation in stainless steel 12 months in second use barriques and subsequently, a 
further 12 months in the bottle. Intense ruby red colour. The bouquet presents fruity notes of ripe blackberry,  
blackcurrant and plum and hints of leather and liquorice. The palate is full bodied with tannins 
that are evident, but not aggressive. This is a sapid and complex wine. Directly Imported. 

2018 ROSSO IGT, Castello Di Cacchiano   Toscana  60 
80% Sangiovese, 20% Merlot 
Fermantation and Maturation  in stainless steel and barriques. Bright ruby red, intense and fruity, with scents of ripe red fruits, dried 
red flowers, sweet spices and aromatic herbs.  
Smooth, full-bodied, balanced, fresh and fruity, with light warm toasted notes and subtle notes. Directly Imported. 



CHIANTI  

2018 GINEPRONE, Col d’Orcia     Toscana  50 
Appellation: Chianti DOCG 
85% Sangiovese, 15% Cabernet/Canaiolo 
The name Gineprone refers to the aromatic herb Juniper and indicates how this Chianti from the Siena hills reminds the drinker of all 
the herbs and spices that are typical of the Mediterranean underwood. Complex and medium bodied yet approachable and fruity, 
Gineprone is the Montalcino version of the Chianti wine that has made Tuscany famous around the world. 
Aged in Slavonian oak barrels for 8 months. 

2016 CACCHIANO, Castello di Cacchiano   Toscana  75 
Appellation: Chianti Classico DOCG 
95% Sangiovese, 5% Canaiolo, Malvasia Nera, Colorino 
The 2016 Chianti Classico Cacchiano from Monti in Chianti  is endowed with so much class. In 2016, the Classico is a bit more 
restrained than it can be. That mid-weight sense of structure, though, gives the wine quite a bit of early appeal. Dark cherry, game, 
smoke, licorice and earthy notes. Barrels, Tonneaux and Barriques, used for maturation. Directly Imported. 

BRUNELLO AND ROSSO DI MONTALCINO 
2016 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO, Col d'Orcia   Toscana           120 
Appellation: Brunello di Montalcino Docg 
Particular clones of Sangiovese, selected by Col d’Orcia. Manual harvest with rigorous selection of the best bunches in the vineyard 
at first and subsequently on a selection table in the cellar. 4 years, 3 of which in 25-50 and 75 hl oak casks from Slavonia and Allier 
followed by at least 12 months of refinement in bottles. Ruby red with violet hues. Elegant and complex with red fruity notes like 
cherry and sour cherry and spicy aromas. Balanced and structured with pleasantly ripe tannins. The finish is long fruity and lasting. 
Medium Bodied. Directly imported. 

2019 ROSSO DI MONTALCINO, Col d’Orcia    Toscana   55 
Appellation: Rosso di Montalcino Doc 
Fermentation in shallow, wide steel tanks (150 hl) in order to preserve a fresh and long-living fruit. 12 months in Slavonian oak casks 
of 75 and 150 hl. followed by time in the bottle. Deep ruby red with violet hues. Ample and complex with notes of cherry and sour 
cherry followed by a woody and spicy fragrance. Elegant and soft with pleasant ripe tannins. The aftertaste is fruity, long and 
persistent. Medium bodied. Directly imported. 



CABERNETS & BLENDS 
2018 FRANC 1978, San Patrignano    E. Romagna  60 
Appellation: Rubicone IGT 
Cabernet Franc 
"1978" of the San Patrignano winery is a strong and intense red wine, the name is intended to celebrate the year of foundation of the 
famous community. It is made from pure grapes of the same name and aged for 6 months in second passage barriques and then in 
the bottle for a further 6 months. The intense ruby red colour is almost impenetrable to the eye and the aromas released are 
reminiscent of ripe red fruit, green pepper and fresh sage. The taste is ample, warm, full, juicy and elegant. Directly Imported. 

2019 SPEZIERI, Col d’Orcia      Toscana           50 
Appellation: Sant’Antimo DOC 
Cabernet, Sangiovese, Canaiolo 
Col d’Orcia’s own organic vineyards located on the Sant’Angelo hill overlooking the Orcia river. Average height above sea level 250 
meters. Deep ruby red with violet hues, the nose offers a bouquet of red fruits among which cherries and black cherries stand out. 
On the palate is fresh and aromatic with tannins soft and pleasant fruity notes. Directly Imported. 

2016 NEARCO, Col d'Orcia      Toscana           75 
Appellation: Sant’Antimo DOC 
Cabernet, Merlot, Syrah, Petit Verdot 
The varieties are fermented separately in stainless steel tanks. Malolactic fermentation takes place in concrete tanks from there the 
wine went directly into barrels and barriques. Intense ruby red, with brilliant violet hues.   
The nose is intense and harmonious with hints of ripe fruits as blackcurrant and blackberry that blend perfectly with the spicy notes 
and the vanilla flavor from the oak Soft and rich to the palate with ripe tannins, well balanced by a nice freshness. Good persistence 
that leads to a fruity finish. Directly Imported 

2015 NUMERO 3, Bressan      Friuli   140 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, Schioppettino  
As atypical as it is convincing, this blend. Fulvio Bressan featuring local grape varieties and create wonderful a bottle .On the nose, 
the spiciness is evident, focused on shades of white pepper and vanilla, and is intertwined with clear hints of ripe fruit and 
undergrowth. In the mouth it is overwhelming for minerality and power. Aristocratic, harmonic and elegant. 

TERRANO 
2018 ČRNO, Cotar       Slovenia  95  
Terrano ( Refosco in Italy)   
Terrano  is a full-bodied red wine, rich and with great personality that tells in a artisanal and sincere way the terroir of Slovenia.. A 
multitude of wild aromas of violet, raspberry, blackberry and undergrowth with toasted nuances, due to the ageing of two years in 
wood, intersect on a decisive and vital structure, distinguished by a fine freshness and a good tannins. Wine made with old style 
artisanal methods. 



BARBERA 
2018 SERAE, Cozzo Mario      Piemonte  55 

It has a great balance, with adorable aromas of spices and herbs that anticipate a smooth and fresh taste, with very persistent and 
long finish. Wines made with Old Style Artisanal Methods. Medium to full bodied. Directly Imported. 

VALPOLLICELLA 
2021 VALPOLLICELLA, Villa Canestrari    Veneto          55 
Corvina , Rondinella 
Is a wine that combines in the glass body and freshness, showing its best cards with its fruity fragrance. Thanks to its pleasant scents 
and an elegant and velvety palate. Deep ruby red, with garnet hues,  
Delicate hints of black cherry jam, herbal notes and a pleasant mentholated reminder. Light to medium bodied. Directly Imported. 

2018 RIPASSO, Villa Canestrari     Veneto          75 
Corvina , Rondinella 
This “Ripasso” a smooth, warm and intense red wine with a slightly toasted and woody profile, aged for about 15 months in oak 
barrels on Amarone Skins. On the nose it reveals a rich bouquet of dried flowers, fruit jam and many sweet spices; on the palate it is 
intense but also elegant, fresh, savoury and energetic. Directly Imported. 

NEBBIOLO, BARBARESCO, BAROLO 

2019 NEBBIOLO, Cozzo Mario     Piemonte          70 
Nebbiolo 
Classic and intense Nebbiolo aromas like dark red fruits, florals and eucalyptus, with a layer of crushed stone. The wine is linear and 
refined with gorgeous texture, evoking wines of Barolo and Barbaresco, but with mineral overtones and more rustic intensity. 

2017 BARBARESCO DELLE ROSE, Cozzo Mario  Piemonte  120         
Barbaresco 
Complex, refined and smooth, with hints of roses, violet, plum, delicate spiced cherries, liquorice and chocolate. An attractively 
aromatic and wonderfully precise Barbaresco with great length to the finish. Medium to full bodied. Directly Imported. 

2018 BAROLO MARCENASCO, RATTI    Piemonte  160         
Barolo 
Marcenasco is a great expression from Langhe, a historic and prestigious label from the homonym cru, with an ageing in oak barrels 
for 24 months. It has an aristocratic, elegant and very energetic taste, with perfumes of fruits, oriental spices and liquorice and with a 
robust, articulated, tannic and very fresh taste. A red wine for ageing for decades. 



MONTEPULCIANO 
2020 VALENTINA, La Valentina     Abruzzo        50 
It ages for 18 months, mostly in steel and for a small quantity in oak barrels of different capacities. It expresses a simple but 
identifying aromatic bouquet, with aromas of black cherries and raspberries surrounded by light balsamic puffs and licorice, 
revealing itself to the mouthfeel with frankness, enveloping tannins and excellent balance between freshness and smoothness. 

SCHIOPPETTINO 
2017 SCHIOPPETTINO, Ronco Severo    Friuli   95 
The Schioppettino di Ronco Severo is an authentic red wine, decidedly territorial and typically varietal that is born on the lands of the 
"ponca" of the Colli Orientali del Friuli. The nose is governed by a characteristic note of black pepper, declined by rustic sensations 
of berries and elements of the undergrowth. On the palate it shows structure, elegance and a well-defined tannic plot. Wine made 
with old style artisanal methods. 

NERO D’AVOLA 

2019 CERASUOLO DI VITTORIA, Gulfi  Organic  Sicilia   75 
Appellation: Cerasuolo di Vittoria DOC 
50% Nero d’Avola, 50% Frappato 
Still red wine, medium-bodied, soft and fragrant, characterized by an excellent freshness and minerality. 
Fresh watermelon, strawberries and a pleasant mineral closure that makes it unique in its kind.  
Ageing : 8 months in steel tanks. Directly Imported. 

DOLCETTO 

2017 DUSIN, Cozzo Mario      Piemonte  50 
Appellation: Dolcetto d’Alba DOC 
Stainless Steel fermented, ruby red with fruity cherry overtones, dry and supple 

NEGROAMARO 

2020 LE VIGNE, San Marco      Puglia              55 
Le Vighe  is a smooth and fruity Negroamaro born from 25 years old  vines, aged in oak barrels and in barriques. Perfumes of red 
fruits, black cherries and wild berries are combined to toasted and spices nuances in a smooth, dry  Mediterranean taste. 
Smooth, warm, fruity, spicy, dry and persistent. Full bodied. 



PINOT NOIR 
2019 CARILLO, Frecciarossa     Lombardia  55 
9 months in stainless steel vats and a minimum of additional 4 months in bottle. Brilliant ruby red colour. 
 Intense, with aromas of wild berries and spicy note. Fresh, fruity, fragrant and well-balanced. Fully reflective of the grape variety. 

2015 PINOT NERO, Bressan     Friuli   125 
A Pinot Noir as atypical as it is convincing. Fulvio Bressan featuring local grape varieties and create wonderful bottles with 
Schioppettino, Verduzzo and other grape varieties typically from Friuli. The only exception to this is Pinot Noir, a wine which is said 
proud and love, a stunning reinterpretation where they feel the imprint and character typical of its wines. On the nose, the spiciness 
is evident, focused on shades of white pepper and vanilla, and is intertwined with clear hints of ripe fruit and undergrowth. In the 
mouth it is overwhelming for minerality and power, tantalizes the taste buds with its aristocratic harmony and at the same time, 
elegant. A Pinot Noir of great value, exciting and engaging during the tasting. 

SYRAH & BLEND 

2018 HOUDINI, Smidge      McLaren Vale 70 
This Shiraz  has a rich black core with a brick red rim. In the glass there are aromas of spicy fruit, white and black pepper, subtle earth, 
graphite and charcuterie. The nose is lifted and savoury with an underlying floral note. On the palate this wine is lively and fresh, with 
red fruits that are juicy, spicy and long, with fine balancing tannins through to the end. Full bodied. 

2017 SY.BA.DO, Cozzo Mario     Piemonte  50 
Syrah, Barbera, Dolcetto 
3 grapes for 3 different characters. Dolcetto gives fruit forward extraction,  Barbera a deep coloured hue and minerality, Syrah a 
range of flavors from smoke, bacon, herbs, red and  black fruit. 
A remarkable value for money wine. Medium bodied. Directly imported. 
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